
Texas Assessment Practice

assess

Taking this practice test 
will help you assess your 
knowledge of these skills 
and determine your 
readiness for the Unit Test.
review

After you take the practice 
test, your teacher can help 
you identify any standards 
you need to review.

DIRECTIONS Read this selection and answer the questions that follow.

from Odd Couples by Amy Sarver

Living in the wild can be hard. Finding food and staying safe aren’t easy. 
Each day, animals struggle to survive in their habitats. Not all animals get 
by on their own. Some animals form a close partnership with other kinds of 
animals. These pairings are called symbiotic relationships.

In a symbiotic relationship, the animals depend on each other. One animal 
helps the other meet its needs. Sounds good, right? Not always. Some animals 
are not very kind to their partners. In some cases, one animal meets its needs 
but hurts its partner. Sounds crazy, but it does happen. Take ticks, for example. 
These insects guzzle blood to live. To get blood, they attach themselves to 
other kinds of animals. Ticks do not help their hosts. Instead, they can pass 
germs that cause disease. In other relationships, animals don’t treat their 
partners so poorly. Both animals benefit, or get help, from living with the 
other animal. Check out how animals pair up to survive.

Keeping Clean
Small animals called cleaner shrimps have found a way of helping fish at 

coral reefs. As their name suggests, the shrimps clean the fish. Here’s how it 
works. The shrimps hang out at what scientists call a cleaning station. A fish 
stops by. Then a shrimp climbs onto the fish. The shrimp even steps into the 
fish’s mouth. The shrimp uses its tiny claws to pick stuff off the fish’s body. 
That can include dead skin, tiny pieces of food, and wee creatures that can 
hurt the fish. The fish gets a nice cleaning. The shrimp enjoys a tasty meal 
of fish trash.

Small birds called plovers are also in the cleaning business. They have 
big customers—crocodiles. Crocs have long snouts filled with sharp teeth. 
Cleaning them is tricky. That’s where the plover comes in. When a croc opens 
its mouth, the plover hops right in. The croc does not snap its snout shut. 
Instead, it lets the plover eat small, harmful animals attached to the crocodile’s 
teeth. The plover gets an easy meal. The croc gets clean teeth.

Sweet Success
Some animals need each other because they like the same food. Take the 

honeyguide bird and the ratel. They live on grasslands in Africa. Both animals 
love honey. Yet each has a problem getting some. The bird can find a beehive, 
but can’t open it. The ratel can open a hive but doesn’t know how to find one. 
So the two animals team up. The bird flies over the grasslands, looking for 
hives. When it spots one, it swoops down and makes noise. The sound tells the 
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ratel to come eat. The ratel uses its sharp claws to tear apart the hive. It gobbles 
up most of the honey-covered mess. Then the honeyguide bird enjoys finishing 
off the leftovers.

Clowning Around
Land and sky animals aren’t the only ones that work 

together. So do some sea animals. One of the oddest 
couples is made up of the sea anemone and the clownfish. 
You might think sea anemones look like plants, but they are 
really hungry animals. They attach themselves to a rock or 
coral reef. There they wait for a fish to swim by. Then they 
sting it with their tentacles. The stunned fish is then pulled 
into the sea anemone’s hidden mouth. Still, one daring fish 
makes its home among sea anemones. It’s the clownfish. 
This orange-and-white fish isn’t kidding around. Its body 
is shielded by a thick layer of mucus. The slime protects 
the clownfish from the sea anemone’s dangerous, stinging 
tentacles. The clownfish is also a good neighbor. It helps the 
sea anemone by luring in fish. When a hungry fish spots a 
colorful clownfish, it darts toward it. The clownfish safely 
swims under the anemone’s tentacles. If the hungry fish 
follows, it gets stung. Then it becomes the anemone’s next 
meal. The brave clownfish not only reels in fish food, it 
chases away fish that might eat an anemone. So the 
clownfish and anemone help keep each other fed and safe.

A Different Way of Life
All animals want to do one thing—survive in the wild. Some do that 

by living alone. Others live in flocks, herds, hives, packs, or schools. Some 
animals, both large and small, know the best way to stay alive is to live with 
or near other kinds of animals. At first glance, these teammates don’t seem to 
make sense. If you look more closely, you’ll soon learn that these animals help 
one another find food, shelter, and safety. They make the most of their various 
differences. These unlikely partners pair up to get the most out of life.
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Instead of searching 
the sky for insects, the 
oxpecker bird catches a 
ride aboard large animals 
such as the antelope.  In 
return, the bird picks ticks 
and other pests off the 
animal’s body.

Clownfish live safely 
among sea anemones. 
They lure edible fish into 
the anemones’ deadly 
tentacles and chase away 
harmful ones.
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Reading Comprehension
Use “Odd Couples” to answer questions 
1–9.

 1 What is the best summary of paragraphs 
3 and 4?

A Some animals set up cleaning stations 
where they get food from other animals 
that stop by.

B There isn’t much food in the ocean, so 
shrimp need to eat fish trash.

C Birds such as plovers have learned from 
shrimp how to get food out of another 
animals’ mouth.

D Sometimes, one animal gets food by 
cleaning another animal, so both animals 
benefit.

 2 Reread paragraph 5. The term sweet success 
in the subheading refers to what happens 
when the —

F honeyguide bird finds a beehive

G honeyguide bird makes loud noises to 
attract the ratel

H honeyguide bird and the ratel work 
together to get honey

J ratel tears up the beehive and eats most 
of the honey

 3 Which fact in the article does the photograph 
of the clownfish help you understand?

A Sea anemones look like plants.

B The clownfish is shielded by a layer of 
mucus.

C A hungry fish gets stung when it darts 
toward the clownfish. 

D The clownfish chases away fish that might 
eat the anemones.

SYMBIOTIC INTERACTIONS

Type of Relationship Example Interaction

Mutualism: both species 
benefit

bees and flowers Bees gather nectar from flowers; they spread 
pollen that the flowers need to reproduce.

aphids and ants Aphids provide ants with sweet liquid; ants 
protect aphids from predators.

Commensalism: one 
species benefits; the 
other is not affected

trumpetfish and 
soft coral

Coral gives the trumpetfish camouflage for 
hunting; coral is unharmed.

lichens and trees Lichens live on trees; trees are unharmed.

Parasitism: one species 
benefits; the other is 
harmed

tapeworms and pigs The tapeworm lives in the intestines of a host, 
such as a pig; it causes sickness in the host.

mistletoe and trees Mistletoe takes food from trees; the trees are 
damaged.
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 4 Reread the definitions in the chart. Which 
animal mentioned in the article has a parasitic 
relationship with another animal?

F Clownfish

G Shrimp

H Ratel

J Tick

 5 According to the article, an unlikely couple 
can form a relationship that helps both 
partners. Which two species described in 
the selection best illustrate that idea?

A Tick and antelope

B Tapeworm and pig

C Trumpetfish and soft coral

D Plover and crocodile

 6 Which detail helps you understand the main 
idea of the article?

F The honeyguide bird and the ratel both 
live on grasslands in Africa.

G Many animals survive in the wild by living 
together in flocks or herds.

H Crocodiles have long snouts with sharp 
teeth that are difficult to clean.

J The cleaner shrimp enjoys a meal while 
removing harmful creatures from a fish.

 7 What is the best summary of paragraph 7?

A Many animals live together in groups of 
their own species, such as flockes, herds, 
or schools.

B The stronger animals survive in the wild 
by living alone.

C Wild animal behavior is difficult to predict 
and often makes little sense.

D Animals use different survival strategies, 
including teaming up with unlikely 
partners.

 8 The relationship between the clownfish and 
the sea anemone supports the idea that —

F a few animals form partnerships to have 
fun together

G in some symbiotic relationships, both 
animals benefit from forming a partnership

H animals that form partnerships survive 
better than those who get by on their own

J in some symbiotic relationships, one 
animal meets its needs but hurts its partner

 9 Reread the caption with the antelope 
photograph. Under which subheading would 
you add a paragraph about the antelope and 
the oxpecker bird?

A Keeping Clean

B Sweet Success

C Clowning Around

D A Different Way of Life

SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS 
Write two or three sentences to answer this 
question.

 10 Choose an animal pair from either 
photograph. Where would you place 
that pair in the chart: under mutualism, 
commensalisms, or parasitism? Explain 
your answer.

Write a paragraph to answer this question.

 11 Summarize the key points presented in the 
chart. Give one example of each type of 
symbiotic interaction to support your answer.
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Vocabulary
Use context clues to answer the following 
questions.

 1 What does the word symbiotic mean in 
paragraph 1?

  “Some animals form a close partnership 
with other kinds of animals. These pairings 
are called symbiotic relationships.”

A Staying alert in danger

B Competing for food

C Acting in an aggressive way

D Having a close association

 2 What does the word stunned mean in 
paragraph 6?

  “The stunned fish is then pulled into 
the sea anemone’s hidden mouth.”

F Astonished H Confused

G Bored J Paralyzed

 3 What does the word various mean in 
paragraph 7?

  “They make the most of their various 
differences.”

A Changing C Extreme

B Consistent D Many

 4 What does the word edible mean in the 
caption with the clownfish photograph?

  “They lure edible fish into the anemone’s 
deadly tentacles and chase away harmful 
ones.”

F Hungry H Pleasant tasting

G Injured J Safe to eat

 5 What does the word creatures mean in 
paragraph 3?

  “That can include dead skin, tiny pieces 
of food, and wee creatures that can hurt 
the fish.”

A Domestic animals

B Living organisms

C Imaginary beings

D Artistic life forms

 6 What does the word reproduce mean as it 
is used to describe the bee-pollen interaction 
in the chart?

  “. . . they spread pollen that the flowers 
need to reproduce.”

F Do something again

G Imitate an action

H Begin a process

J Generate offspring

 7 What does the word predators mean as it is 
used to describe the aphid-ant interaction 
in the chart?

  “. . . ants protect aphids from predators.”

A Organisms that live by hunting or catching 
others

B Animals that lived before humans existed

C Those that make their presence known in 
advance

D Groups that help each other survive
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Revising and Editing
DIRECTIONS Read this passage and answer the questions that follow.

(1) Margaret Bourke-White received her first camera when she was 17. (2) Over the 

next decades, she would go on to become a renowned photojournalist. (3) During the 

Great Depression, Bourke-White photographed the South. (4) Her haunting images 

captured the people and the land and appeared in the book You Have Seen Their Faces. 

(5) When World War II began Bourke-White became the first accredited female 

war correspondent. (6) She photographed many significant events as she traveled in 

combat zones. (7) After the war was over Bourke-White spent time in India, Korea, 

and South Africa. (8) Her photos informed many about the people, the land, and the 

leaders of those countries.

 1 Choose the BEST way to punctuate sentence 
1 with a comma.

A Margaret Bourke-White, received her first 
camera when she was 17.

B Margaret Bourke-White received her first 
camera, when she was 17.

C Margaret Bourke-White received her first 
camera when she was 17.

D Margaret Bourke-White received her first 
camera when, she was 17.

 2 Choose the BEST way to punctuate sentence 
5 with a comma.

F When World War II began Bourke-White 
became the first, accredited female war 
correspondent.

G When World War II began, Bourke-White 
became the first, accredited female war 
correspondent.

H When World War II began Bourke-White 
became the first accredited female war 
correspondent.

J When World War II began, Bourke-White 
became the first accredited female war 
correspondent.

 3  Choose the BEST way to punctuate sentence 
6 with a comma. 

A She photographed many significant events, 
as she traveled in combat zones.

B She photographed many, significant events, 
as she traveled in combat zones.

C She photographed many, significant events 
as she traveled in combat zones.

D She photographed many significant events 
as she traveled in combat zones.

 4 Choose the BEST way to punctuate sentence 
7 with a comma.

F After the war was over Bourke-White 
spent time in India, Korea, and South 
Africa.

G After the war was over, Bourke-White 
spent time in India Korea, and South 
Africa.

H After the war was over, Bourke-White 
spent time in India, Korea, and South 
Africa.

J After the war was over, Bourke-White 
spent time in India, Korea, and, South 
Africa.
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